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Although aqueous processing of lithium ion battery anode materials is already well
established, a detailed study of the impact of water as solvent on the active material (here:
Lithium-Nickel-Cobalt-Manganese-Oxide, NMC) is still missing [1,2].
Especially nickel rich NMC materials suffer from structural instabilities, resulting in poor
safety features or phase changes in case of electrochemical (over) delithiation [3]. A wellknown process is the exchange of lithium (from NMC) with protons (from aqueous
solutions)[4] which might lead to structural changes of the surface resulting in increased
charge transfer resistivities and therefore poor C-rate performance.
To reveal the dependence of the applied pH (binder solution) on the cathode performance,
NMC532 was picked as active material. The binder pH has been adjusted using lithium
hydroxide and set to values of 7, 11.5 and 13. The prepared cathode slurries were casted
on carbon coated aluminum current collectors and dried at 60 °C over night. For all tests
coin cells (type: CR2032) were used with an electrolyte containing 1 molar LiPF6 in
EC:EMC 3:7. As separator Celgard 2320 was chosen in all cases. Graphite based anodes
(in case of long term cycling) and pure lithium metal (in case of the C-rate test) were used
as counter electrodes. Impedance studies were carried out in the lithium ion set up using
a potentiostatic excitation of 5 mV in a frequency range between 1 Hz and 1 MHz.
The C-rate tests show a significant influence by the preset pH value. Especially at higher
C-rates, electrodes produced with higher pH values show increased capacities. Also long
term cycling shows increased capacities for higher pH values.
In case of impedance measurements it can be concluded that higher pH values lead to
lower charge transfer resistance. One possible explanation could be the higher degree of
chemical delithiation by lower pH values (higher proton concentration). It is known from
literature that delithiated NMC material tends to form spinel structures instead of the
typical layered crystal structure[3]. These spinel structures are less ion conductive and
therefore lead to an increased charge transfer resistance of the material. With higher
charge transfer resistance the material shows higher overpotentials,especially at high
currents resulting in lower capacities.
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